Abstract-
I. INTRODUCTION scillations due to momentary wind speed variations and turbine dynamics can be classified as correlated and uncorrelated. Slow fluctuations (in the range of tens of minutes and hours) are mainly due to meteorological dynamics and they are highly correlated between near wind farms.
Fast fluctuations have lower spatial correlation [1, 2, 3] and wind gust and turbulence effects are smoothed in the output of the wind farm. A swift gust arriving simultaneously to all turbines dispersed in an area of kilometers is also very uncommon [4] . The correlated component of wind is estimated in [5] This work has been partially supported by Department of Education and Culture of Aragón (B134/1998 grant).
from the Davenport type and Schlez and Infield's decay factors [6] , showing that coherence for distances greater than 100 m is bellow 10 -20 at tower shadow frequencies (between 0.5 Hz and 2 Hz). In fact, the coherence for the usual dimension of a wind farm is low for oscillations quicker than 0,001 Hz. Thus, the study presented here is valid for fluctuations inside the usual 10 or 15 minutes intervals (i.e., oscillations that happen quicker).
Correlated fluctuations scales proportional to the number of turbines N whereas linearly uncorrelated fluctuations cancel partially among turbines and they scale up typically in a factor N, according to the central limit theorem. In [29] , a transfer function with gain N at low frequencies (f < 0.03 Hz) and gain N at high frequencies (f > 0.09 Hz) estimates wind farm output from the output of a single turbine.
II. PERIODIC FLUCTUATIONS IN THE FREQUENCY DOMAIN

A. Classification of fluctuation components on power output
The instantaneous output can be expressed in frequency components using phasors:
where e is the base of the natural logarithm, j is the imaginary unit and Re states for the real part of a complex number.
Fluctuations at the point of common coupling (PCC) of the wind farm can be obtained from power balance equations for the average complex power of the wind farm. For usual wind farm configurations, total active losses at full power are less than 2% and reactive losses are less than 20%, showing a quadratic behavior with generation level [7] . A small-signal model of power losses due to fluctuations inside the wind farm can be derived [8] , but since they are expected to be up to 2% of the fluctuation, the increase of power losses due to oscillations can be neglected in the first instance.
Neglecting the increase of power losses in the grid due to fluctuating generation, the sum of oscillating power from the turbines equals the farm output undulation. Therefore, the complex sum of the frequency components of each turbine ( )
B. Parameterization of power output spectrum Periodic fluctuations appear as peaks at their frequency in the spectrum, whereas random fluctuations (which have neither a periodic pattern nor a characteristic frequency) can be associated with the tendency of the smoothed spectrum. Since the required frequency resolution is low, the power spectrum has been smoothed in order to lower the PSD variance at the cost of a decrease frequency resolution (the fluctuating power is kept constant).
In Fig. 1 to 4, the original power spectrum is in grey whereas the estimated PSD is in black (linearly averaged periodogram). Red line is the model (7) (the output of a system of fractional order between 1.1 to 1.6 with a root and a pole excited by white noise). Green line is a measure of the error of the model precision computed as the difference of (8) computed from the model (7) or from actual spectrum integrating from frequency f up to 25 Hz. PSD units are W rms 2 per herz. There is a noise floor (represented by a solid horizontal line) in turbines with electronic converters, giving evidence that this type of turbines have lower tower shadow modulation but higher fluctuation content at higher frequencies (in the range from 3 to 50 Hz) due to control issues, effect of switching devices and higher uncertainty of measuring system. In the measured squirrel cage induction generator, the noise floor is significantly smaller and it can be neglected. The actual spectrum of power from a wind turbine depends on many parameters such as turbine technology and wind regime. Karman and Kaimal wind turbulence spectrum show a fractional relationship with frequency at frequencies bellow the integral time [4] . The peak of wind PSD is usually in the order of minutes and the turbine dynamics are negligible there. The PSD of active and reactive power output has several components:
Output of a system of fractional order r slightly bigger than unity (1< r <1.5) and characteristic time 1 in the range of milihertzs.
In some turbines with electronic power converters, there is a noise floor at high frequencies. Therefore, the spectrum is basically constant from a given frequency noise floor f = 2 1/ . In other turbines, this effect does not occur and 0 floor . The deviation of the actual system from the asymptotic spectrum trend can be characterized as an admittance ( ) G f which models the cyclic components of the spectrum. The admittance ( ) G f is significantly different from unity at harmonics of rotor frequency rotor f p . o ( ) G f is below unity at frequencies f where the system is damped respect to the fractional system. o ( ) G f is significantly above unity at frequencies f where the system presents a periodic pattern (for example, at blade frequency 3 3
blade rotor f f p ). The delta impulse at origin due to the mean value of power, ( ) P t .
A simple model (3) with a structure similar to will be used to characterize power fluctuations in partial load generation in the range from milihertzs to 35 Hz from the grid point of view. It will be used also to compare spectrum main characteristic of spectra available in the literature.
where
and is the delta of Dirac function to model the mean value of power,.
The time constant 1 is in the range of minutes and ( ) H f can have a simpler expression for
where r is the order of the system and it can be computed as the slope of ( ) S f in a double logarithmic plot. In most turbines the spectrum decreases continuously and thus 2 0 . In some turbines, Exact frequency of fluctuations can be very important for avoiding mechanical resonance modes in the design of a wind turbine, but they play a secondary role in the grid. The main power quality due to power fluctuations is flicker, and weighting filter on flickermeter varies smoothly with frequency. Moreover, the PSD shows some wide peaks at blade frequency indicating that the amplitude and phase of tower shadow effect shows a modulation of tower shadow and has a somewhat variable frequency in variable speed turbines. Therefore, a simplified admittance function ( ) G f in (6) with a few harmonics of rotor frequency rotor f p can have enough precision in many cases. 
where is the delta of Dirac function, which concentrates power in the frequency band of interest (around rotor frequency and its).
At full load generation, wind fluctuations of frequencies bellow 0,1 Hz are strongly attenuated in electrical power output (at such frequencies, the turbine dynamics can be neglected and the power curve is flat or almost flat). ( ) G f can be used to characterize behavior of slow fluctuations for full generation, (from some seconds up to an hour).
The variance of instantaneous power measured during a time interval T can be computed from (5) and (6):
Frequently, the variance is computed not from instantaneous power but from mean averages integrated during a short period T log (for example, T log = 1 s or T log = ¼ s). The process of logging mean values measured during a short period T log can be modeled with the transfer function ( ) F s . The attenuation of frequencies due to the use of discretized logged data instead of continuous variable is:
The variance of power computed during a time interval T from data recorded each T log seconds is: 
Table II shows the adjusted parameters of (3) from measures taken by the author or estimated from the bibliography. Unfortunately, there is not enough information in the references to estimate 1 K or the interval variance of power 
D. Sum of Phasors
Any random sinusoidal signal can be considered as a random phasor, i.e., a vector with random length and angle. So, irrespective of the type of application [9, 10] 
S
and i , are random variables. It is desired to obtain the probability density function (pdf) of the length of the resulting vector. A comprehensive literature survey on the sum of random vectors can be obtained from [11] .
E. Interpreting distributions of the sum of fluctuations
Fluctuation amplitude mean value or the root squared sum (RMS) of the fluctuation can be computed from the parameters of distributions of Table I. For example, average fluctuation of a wind farm of N turbines can be easily computed since the mean of a Rayleigh distribution of scale parameter is 
2( ) S f is a complex Gaussian random variable with zero mean and standard deviation 2 ( ) f ,
S f is a complex Gaussian random variable with zero mean and standard deviation
The instantaneous uncorrelated fluctuation component of frequency w is:
S f = sum of squared real and imaginary instantaneous fluctuation components [31] , GE 3.6 MW, DFIG, pitch regulated 1.025 0 Spectrum of mechanical power at low winds (not electrical power output) [31] , GE 3.6 MW, DFIG, pitch regulated 1,6 0 Slow mechanical fluctuations are attenuated by constant power control at high winds.
* The spectrum fit neither a single slope in the double -logarithmic plot nor a slope and a horizontal zone at high frequencies. The indicated value is the mean slope, but it should be considered carefully.
The RMS value of the fluctuation of a wind farm at frequency f is the square root of 
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